Introduction
One degree of freedom which is usually not exploited in developing high-performance textprocessing algorithms is the encoding of the underlying atomic character set. Typically, standard character encodings such as ASCII or Unicode are assumed to be a fixed fact of nature, and indeed for most classical string algorithms the assignment of exactly which symbol maps to which k-length bit pattern appears to be an issue of no consequence.
In this paper, however, we consider a text compression method where the specific character set collating-sequence employed in encoding the text has a big impact on performance. We demonstrate that permuting the standard character collating-sequences yields a small win on Asian-language texts over gzip. We also show improved compression with our method for English texts, although not by enough to beat standard compression methods. However, we also design a class of artificial languages on which our method clearly beats gzip, often by an order of magnitude.
The significance of this work lies partially in evaluating an interesting approach to text compression. Even more, however, we seek to raise awareness of character encodings in the string-algorithms community and ask the question whether alphabet-permutation can lead to improvements in other string and text-processing algorithms.
Differential Encoding
Differential coding is a common preprocessing step for compressing numerical data associated with sampled signals and other time series streams. The temporal coherence of such signals implies that the value at time t i likely differs little from that at t i+1 . Thus representing the signal as an initial value followed a stream of difference (i.e. t i+1 − t i for 0 ≤ i < n) should consist primarily of small differences. Such streams should be more compressible using standard techniques like run-length encoding, Huffman coding, and gzip than the original data stream.
Here we consider differential encoding of text by treating each character code as an integer. By taking the differences modulo the size of the alphabet, we can ensure that they can always be encoded using the same number of bits as the original character symbols.
Under what conditions might such a differentially encoded text T be more compressible than the original straight text T ? Let w = s 1 s 2 . . . s k be a string of length k which occurs multiple times in T . We note that w = δ 1 δ 2 . . . δ k−1 occurs the same number of times in T , where δ i = s i+1 − s i . Since w is shorter by one character that w, differential encoding might seem inherently counter-productive to the goals of higher compression.
However, there are two potential benefits. First, the string w in T may arise from several different strings within T , whenever the strings have a common shift pattern. A well-known example is the collision of the suffixes of "IBM" and "HAL" in a differential encoding using the ASCII collating sequence [5] . Second, with the proper collating sequence we would expect to have a skewing in the distribution of symbols toward those representing smaller differences.
It is impossible to tell a priori whether differential encoding with alphabet permutation will lead to improved compression on any given language. For this reason, we report experimental results in the sections to follow.
The most relevant previous work is [3] , where alphabet permutation was employed to improve the performance of compression algorithms based on the Burrows-Wheeler transform [2] . Previous work on differential coding for text compression includes [8, 9] . Our work goes farther in our efforts to optimize the alphabet permutation, extending the results to Asian language encoding, and building a theory of languages for which differential coding will be effective.
Experiments on English Texts
The key to successful differential encoding of English (or any other class of languages) lies in identifying the best collating sequence. However, designing the optimal character permutation is a non-trivial problem. In principle, we seek the order which most frequently collapses popular substrings into identical sequences of differences. However, this criteria is not well-defined and does not lend itself to local improvement-based optimization.
Instead, we seek an ordering which minimizes the expected size of the differences. Such an ordering would be expected to skew the distribution of symbols towards those representing small differences, which would clearly improve the performance of zeroth-order entropy compression algorithms such as Huffman codes. We would also expect that repeated difference sequences would occur more frequently in collating sequences which lead to a skewed symbol distribution.
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where p(i, j) is the probability that symbol j immediately follows symbol i, i.e. p(i, j) = P (j|i), and d(i, j) is the shortest "distance" from i to j around the circular permutation. Thus d(i, j) = min(|j−i|, n−|j−i|). This is an instance of the notorious quadratic assignment problem, an optimization problem significantly harder in practice than the traveling salesman problem [1] . If unweighted by probabilities, permutation optimization is related to the linear assignment problem [4] , which although NP-complete under very restrictive conditions is managable in practice through heuristics [7] . Alterate optimization criteria are no doubt possible, but this is the one we used.
To estimate the conditional character-probabilities for the optimized collating sequence for English text, we used letter-pair (bigram) frequencies derived from a large corpus of text analyzed in [12] , including the famous Brown corpus. The Discropt [10, 11] system was run for 10 hours optimizing the permutation over these frequencies, resulting in the following collating sequence: permuted collating sequence typically reduces the size of the Huffman-encoded differential sequences by 3-4%, and gzip-encoded differential sequences by about 1% -however, both encoding algorithms work substantially better on the original text instead of the differential text. The use of a single fixed collating sequence for all characters does not effectively capture the second-order entropy of the language, because the symbol distribution following each letter of the alphabet is distinct. In Table 2 , we identify the best symbol permutation following each character, for each file separately; a method akin to a static version of Elias predictive coding [6] . Such a method produces better compression rates for differential encoding on sufficiently large files, even with the cost of storing the character permutation matrix. Interestingly, although Huffman codes work better on the Elias coded files, gzip does significantly worse than on the original file.
Experiments on Asian-Language Texts
We reasoned that differential encoding might perform better on Asian-language texts, because the larger size of the alphabet makes such texts more closely resemble quantized signals. However, accurately measuring the character bigram frequencies in Asian-language texts is made difficult by the enormous size of the alphabet. Vast amounts of training text would be needed to estimate the (2 16 ) 2 bigram-pairs of 16-bit UNICODE. Further, quadratic assignment problems of such size are intractable to solve. For this reason, we chose a different method to construct the alphabet permutation for 16-bit UNICODE. We assume that symbol usage in any fixed-length alphabet obeys a Zipf's law-type distribution, so frequently-used symbols are much more popular than expectation. Our permutation was derived by determining the symbol frequencies for all characters over all documents, and ordering the symbols in order of decreasing frequency. Since the most popular symbols are located near each other in the code space, we would anticipate that such an ordering would lead to smaller average differences over arbitrary encodings. Table 3 details the results of our experiments on Chinese, Japanese, and Korean UNI-CODE texts. We experimented with both 8-bit and 16-bit recoded alphabets. The 8-bit alphabet permutation produced worse results than the original alphabet encoding for both gzip and Huffman codes, but permuting the full 16-bit alphabet encoding did permit the differential gzip encoding to beat the conventional gzip encodings by 1-2% on almost all files.
Experiments on Martian-Language Texts
To demonstrate that gzip can be significantly beaten via differential encoding for certain languages, we define a class of artificial languages which we will call Martian.
Martian words evolve in families. Each family is defined by a length-(l − 1) sequence of differences from 0 to α − 1, where α = |Σ| and Σ is the length of the alphabet. There are α distinct length-l words in each family, formed by prepending each σ ∈ Σ to the difference sequence. For example, for Σ = {a, . . . , z} the family (+2, +3, −6) defines the words acfz, bdga, cehb, and so forth.
In the experiments below, we compress randomly generated Martian texts constructed with the following parameters:
• The alphabet size is α, ranging from 2 to 256.
• The number of word families is f . Word families were generated by sampling uniformly at random from the α possible differences. No effort was made to ensure that words would be part of at most one family.
• The length of each each word is l.
• The number of words in the text is n. The random text was generated by sampling uniformly with replacement from the αf words in the language.
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Experiments with several random permutations of the Martian alphabet confirms that there is no benefit from differential encoding unless the correct character ordering is used. Determining the optimal ordering (or even a good one) from a text corpus is presumably an intractable problem. This leaves the theoretical (but highly unlikely) possibility that English text can be efficiently differentially compressible were only the correct alphabet permutation were found.
